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A  GENERALIZATION  OF KOLMOGOROV'S
LAW  OF THE ITERATED  LOGARITHM1

R.   J.   TOMKINS2

Abstract. A version of the law of the iterated logarithm is

proved for sequences of independent random variables which satisfy

the central limit theorem in such a way that the convergence of the

appropriate moment-generating functions to that of the standard

normal distribution occurs at a particular rate. Kolmogorov's law of

the iterated logarithm is a corollary of this theorem which, unlike

Kolmogorov's result, does not require boundedness of the random

variables. Some iterated logarithm results for weighted averages of

independent random variables are shown to follow from the main

result. Moreover, some applications to sequences of independent,

generalized Gaussian random variables are provided.

1. Introduction. Let Xit X2, ■ ■ ■ be independent random variables

(r.v.), each with mean zero and finite variance (say EXn = on). For «_1

put Sn = Xl+ ■ • ■ +Xn and sn = ES2n. The sequence obeys the law of the

iterated logarithm (LIL) if

(1) lim sup—-"-—-—, = 1    a.e.
n-œ    (2s; log log sn)u'

Kolmogorov [5, p. 260] proved that (1) holds if s„-*co and \Xn\s~1^

are=o((log log s^)~1/2). A predictable consequence of this result was that

researchers would look for conditions on unbounded r.v. which would

ensure the validity of (1). Among the first of such results was one of

Hartman [4] : if the X^s are normal with s„—>-co and lim sup ajsn < 1 then

(1) holds. The question arises from this theorem as to whether or not a

relationship exists between the LIL and the central limit theorem (CLT).

It was known before the appearance of Hartman's work that the CLT

may hold while (1) does not (see [6]). Moreover, Egorov [2] recently
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demonstrated that the validity of (1) does not necessarily entail that of the

CLT. Nevertheless, it has been shown (see [8] and references mentioned

therein) that if the CLT holds and if the convergence in distribution of

SJs„ to the standard normal is sufficiently rapid, then, indeed, (1) must

occur.

Rather than examining the convergence of distribution functions, this

paper intends to consider the problem from another angle by examining

the convergence of moment-generating functions. The following theorem

will elucidate the approach.

Theorem  1.    Let Xx, X2, ■ ■ • be a sequence of independent r.v. with

EXn=0 and EX2n = a2n<oo for all n.  Define Sn—X1+Xt-\-\-Xn and
<¡2 = FS2

(i) Suppose B„ denotes a sequence of positive numbers such that A„|co,

Bn~Bn+1 (i.e. Bn+1¡B„-^\) and lim inf„_œ BJsn>0. Let cn>0 be a

sequence such that cn log log s2.—>-0. If o-i, oc2, • • • are positive numbers such

that, for all sufficiently large values of n (say n^.N),

Eexp{tSJ(znBn)} ^ exp{(/2/2)(l + \t\ c,J2)}

whenever \t\ cn;_ 1, then

lim sup-—— < lim sup a.,,    a.e.
n^oo    (2Bl\oglogBn)lu~    »-**

(ii) If the hypotheses of (i) are fulfilled with B,=sn and a„^ I for n~^.N,
and if, in addition,

Eexp{tSJsn} ^ exp{(«2/2)(l - |/| cn)}   for all n^N

and all t such that \t\ c„^l, then (1) holds.

The conditions in (ii) of Theorem 1 imply that E exp{tSJsn}-+exp{t2l2}

if lij^min^^fc"1), and, hence, that the CLT holds. Since moment-

generating functions do not always exist, Theorem 1 may not be as useful

as some of the results in [8]; but where it is applicable it may turn out to

be more easily employed.

Theorem 1 will be proved in §2. §3 considers some consequences and

applications of the theorem, while a one-sided LIL result for generalized

Gaussian r.v. will be developed in §4.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. Like many other LIL results, Theorem 1 will

borrow heavily from Kolmogorov's techniques in its proof. To employ

such methods, however, exponential bounds are required.
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Lemma 1.   Let S be a r.v.

(i) Suppose that, for some c>0, and all t such that 0^/c^l,

£exp{/S} < exp{(,2/2)(l + tc¡2)}.

Then, for any 0<£_l/c,

P[S ^ e] g exp{-(e2/2)(l - ec/2)}.

(ii) If moreover, £exp{/S}^exp{(í2/2)(l— te)} whenever 0_/c_l

then, given any y>0, there exist positive numbers e0 and r¡0 (depending on y)

such that

7[S^e]^exp{-(e2/2)(l + y)}    if   e > e0    and   ec < Vo.

Furthermore, ES=0 and ES2 = 1.

Proof.   To prove (i), note that if 0<ec_l

P[S ^e} = F[exp(eS) ^ exp(e2)] = e^E exp{eS}.

As for (ii), the combined effect of the double inequality involving

Ee\p{tS} is precisely line (1) on p. 255 of [5]. By virtually duplicating the

proof of Kolmogorov's exponential bounds from that line on, the in-

equality in (ii) results.

To complete the proof, a technique similar to one used by Stout [7, p. 22]

will be utilized. Note that, as /j.0,

(t\2)(\ - tc) + o(l) ^ ES + o(l) ^ (i/2)(l + tc/2) + o(l);

hence £5=0. Using this fact we have, again as i\|,0,

|(1 - tc) + o(l) ^ ES2/2 + o(l) ^ Ml + tc/2)+o(\),

implying £S2=1.

Proceeding now to the proof of Theorem 1, let <x = limsup a„; there is

certainly no loss of generality in assuming a<co. Choose 0<ß<

lim inf Bjs„. Pick arbitrarily ô>ô'>ô">ô'">a. and 1 <c<á/ó'. Let nk be

the least integer m such that Bm^.ck; since -ßM~5n+1, we have B„~ck.

For brevity let t\=2 log log Bn\ note t„ ~tn     as k->-co.

Now, there exists a number K0>0 such that, if k^.K„,

nk > «*_! ^ N,   àBnkitnii > ô'B„ttnt,

(2) Bnk^Bs„k,    OLnt<dm,  Ô' - 72 (BQ-1 > à",

ô\kcn< ô'"   and    1 - tnkcnko"l(2ôm) > o'"¡à".

For each k^K0, let 5í = maxKt_1<nÉn¡c Sn.

Using Levy's inequality [5, p. 248], Lemma l(i) and several parts of (2),
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one obtains, for k^.K0,

$P[S* ^ è'Bnttnk] <: P[Snk ̂  ô'BnJnk - V2s„J

^ P[Snk ^ ô"BnJnk]

^ P[SJ(znkBJ ^ (ô"lô'")tnk]

^exp{-(ô"Iô'")\og log B2J

~ [(2 log c) • k]-ô"/ô"   as k -> oo.

Thus 2T P[St^à'Bnktnt]<oo which implies, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma,

that P[St't.a'Bn¡t„¡c i.o.]=0. But, again using (2),

P[Sn ^ ÔBjn i.o.] ^ P[S* ^ èBnkJnk_x ¡.o.] ^ P[S* ^ ô'Bnktnk ¡.o.].

Hence part (i) is proved.

Under the conditions of (ii), if |r| cn^l for any n^.N, then (\t\ 0L„)cn^l,

which implies that

E exp(tSJsn) ^ exp{(ia<4/2)(l + \t\ a„c„/2)}

^ exp{(i2/2)(l + |/| cj2)}.

Therefore no harm is incurred by assuming a„=l.

Now, by making minor modifications to the proof of the "_■" part

of Theorem 1 of [8], and using Lemma 1 where appropriate, the reader

may verify part (ii).

3. Some consequences of the theorem. Later in this section, some

results for weighted averages will be presented. But, first, consider two

of the most obvious consequences.

If Xx, X2, ■ ■ ■ are A^O, a2n) with aJsn->Ç) and sn->-oo, then (1) holds;

in this case take a„=l and choose cn arbitrarily in Theorem 1. Note that

this corollary is not as strong as Hartman's theorem in [4].

Kolmogorov's LIL is implied by Theorem 1 ; using the notation of §1,

take cn=an and <x„=l for all n_l. That the conditions of the theorem are

satisfied is shown by the argument on pp. 254-255 of [5].

Theorem 2. Let Xx, X2, ■ ■ ■ be independent r.v.; suppose 0<c„ =

o((log log nyi/2). Suppose there is a number A/>0 such that, given any

n^N,

exp{(/2/2n)(l - \t| cn)} = E exp{n^'2tXk}

^ exp{(72/2«)(l + |;| c/2)}

for each k^n and any t such that \t\cn^l. Then, for each a^O,

(4) lim sup n~\2n log log n)"1121 k"Xk = (2a + 1)~1/2   a.e.
n-*oo 1
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Proof. lfn^.N and O^tjn c„^l, then the hypotheses of Lemma 1 (ii)

are satisfied with c=^jn c„, and S=Xk (k^n). Hence EXk=0 and £^=1

for all ¿=1.

Now let Zn = 2xk"Xk and zl=EZ2n = J_x k2X. It is evident that z2^

n2x+1l(2oL+l); indeed z2~«2ot+1/(2a+l). Now define c;=(2«+l)1/2c„ and

p*=2 log log z2~2 log log n. Clearly c^ofa1).

Suppose n^.N and [f|cj,^l. Defining, for each k^n, tk=ka-nil2t\zn,

then \tk\cn^\t\c'n^\. So, replacing / by tk in (3) and using independence,

it becomes apparent that the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied by the

sequence {n^X,,}, so the desired result follows.

By again referring to the argument on pp. 254-255 of [5], the following

is immediate from Theorem 2.

Corollary 1. Let Xt, X2, ■ ■ • be independent r.v., each with mean zero

andvariance one, such that \Xn\n~1/2^an=o((\og log n)~1/2). Then, for any

oc>0, (4) holds.

As an application of our results to unbounded r.v., the next result is

presented.

Corollary 2. Let Xx, X2, • ■ • be independent, identically distributed

r.v. with common density f(x) = (exp{—^2 |x|})/x/2, — oo<x<oo (Laplace

distribution). Then (4) is valid for any a_0.

Proof. One need only show that (3) holds. By symmetry, / may be

assumed positive. The following well-known inequality will be used (see

p. 50 of [3]):

(5) if0<,<l thenexp(í)<(l-0-1<exp{r/(l-0}.

It is easily shown that £exp(iA'1) = (l-?2/2)-1 for all UKV2-

Let cn—n-1,i, and asume «_5. If fc„:gl then t^n~1H<y/2 and

(t¡n)(\ - t2l(2n)r = —~- < -^ < n~1/4 = c„.
n — v\2      n — n

Hence (1 -t2l(2n))-1= 1 + (t¡2)[(t¡n)(\ -t2l(2n))~í]<l + tc,J2. But i2/2n^
(4«)~1/2< 1 so it follows from (5) that the right-hand inequality in (3) holds.

On the other hand, again by (5),

(1 - i2/(2«))-! > exp{i2/(2«)} > exp{(f2/2«)(l - tcn)),

and the corollary is proved.

4. A one-sided LIL for generalized Gaussian r.v. Following Chow [1],

a r.v. X will be called generalized Gaussian if £exp{íAr}_exp{í2¡x2/2} for

some a_0 and all t. Define r(X) to be the smallest a for which the
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inequality holds. Chow has noted that, for any a, aX will be generalized

Gaussian with r(aX) = \a\r(X) and that if A'and Y are independent and

generalized Gaussian, so is X+Y and t2(X+Y)^t2(X)+t2(Y). Further-

more, Stout [7, p. 22] has shown that if X is generalized Gaussian, then

EX=0 and EX2^r2(X).

Theorem 3.    Let Ar1, X2, ■ ■ ■ be independent generalized Gaussian r.v.

Define o2n=EX2n, Sn = X1 +-\-X„ ands\ = ESn. LetO<B„1oo, Bn~Bn+1

and suppose lim inf B,Js„>0. If ol1, a2, • • • are positive numbers such that

r(Snl(xnBJ)<l,then

5
lim sup-;-—— < lim sup a„.

■- -    (2B2 log log B2f2 -   »-. „

In particular, suppose sn-^sn+1, s„—>-oo and T(Xn)^Aan for some A>0.

Then

lim sup—-—— < A   a.e.
n^J(2s2nlOglOgs\)W-

Proof. Clearly £ exp{tSj(o;nBn)}^exp{t2l2} for all t, so that Theorem

1 (i) implies the first inequality.

If r(Xn)^Àan for all n, then E exp{tSn}^exp{À2t2s2J2} for all t. So the

second inequality is derivable from the first by taking Bn=sn and <x„=A.

The following corollary is due to Chow (Theorem 5 of [1]).

Corollary 3. Let Xlt X2, ■ ■ ■ be independent, generalized Gaussian

r.v. where sup t(X„)<co. Suppose bn are real numbers with ¿>,>0, bn^.O.

Define s2n = b\ +■ ■ -+nnand Bn=b1 + b2 + - ■ - + bn and suppose that Bn->cc.

Ifs2jB2n=o((\og log 5„)-i) (e.g. ifbn=o(Bj\og log B„)) then

UmB-12bkXk = 0   a.e.
n-*co 1

Proof. It is apparent that Bn~Bn+1. Define Qn=Bj(\og log Bn)1/2;

then Qn~Qn+1, log log ß„~log log B„, and lim^^ QJs„=co.

Let Yn=YH bkXk and suppose c^.r(Xn) for all n. Then Eexp{tYn}^

exp{c2t2s2J2} implying r(Yj(cs„))^l.

If X is generalized Gaussian, so is — X with t(—X) = t(X), so if the

conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied by Xu X2, ■ ■ ■ then they also hold

for —Xx, —X2, • • • . Hence, letting tx.n=cs„IQ„ in Theorem 3, it follows,

since lim a„=;0, that

hm sup-—-— = 0   a.e.
^ooH(2Ô2„loglogÔ2J1/2

But Ql log log Ql~Ql log log Bn=Bl, implying the corollary.
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Remark. Corollary 3 implies that, for any sequence Xn of independent

generalized Gaussian r.v. with sup T(Ar„)<oo, the strong law of large

numbers is valid; i.e. X1 + - ■ ■ + Xn=o(n).
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